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1. INTKODUCTI~N 
The author pointed out group axioms in [I] for the collection of unipotent 
3 X 3 matrix groups U,(R) -L-- {I -1. A 1 A strictly upper triangular over Rj 
over arbitrary nonassociative rings R, citing as a natural consequence the 
equivalence between the theories of these groups and nonassociative rings. 
We present here a different and more facile characterization of these groups. 
If  this equivalence were such that K has a finite basis for its laws provided 
Us(R) has, then the fact that Us(R) is nilpotent implies that R has a finite 
basis [Z]. However, it is not clear whether this is true, since the equivalence 
referred to does not translate laws for R into laws for US(R). 
Motivated by this new characterization however, we obtain the following 
equivalence. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let R, and Fe, denote any free nonassociative ring and 
group of countable rank Yespectively and ij 
0 1 0 
A= i 
10 0 
0 0 1 i 
‘1 0 0 
B= i 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 i 
and 
1 1 0 
c= i 
0 10 
0 0 1 1, 
then every n-variable word y(xl ,..., xn) of Ii, corresponds to a 211 + 2 variable 
word w(yl ,..., yzTL , yzn+l , yznJ of F, such that Y(X~ ,..., x,) is a law for a 
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nonassociative ring R if and only if w(gI , g, ,..., g,, , A, B) = 1 for all 
gl ,..., gzn in gP{C, U@)t. 
It is still uncertain whether for R associative w(yl ,..., yzn , y2n+l , yzn+J 
is a law for G(R) = gp{A, B, C, U,(R)} or whether G(R) has a finite basis 
for its law if and only if R has. 
2. GROUPCHARACTERIZATIONOF 3 x 3 UNIPOTENTGROUPSOVER RISGS 
We prove: 
THEOREM 1. G is isomorphic to a 3 x 3 unipotent group U,(R) over a 
nonassociative ring Ril ; f  and only if G has two normal subgroups N, , Nz such 
that: 
(a) G = N1 * N% 
(b) Ni is abelian (i = 1,2) 
(c) Ni is the direct product of IV1 CI IV, and a subgroup Ai r I\~~ n N, , 
(i = I, 2) 
Proof. That a unipotent group Ii,(R) satisfies (a), (b), and (c) is left to 
the reader to verify. 
Assume that G satisfies (a), (b), and (c). Then let l(;;lj) denote the set of 
isomorphisms of N, n iVz = A,, onto L4, (i : 1, 2). From di ~1(kI,), 
(i = I, 2), and G, a ring R($J~ , &) . 1s constructed so that U,(R(+, , (6J) G G. 
To accomplish this let R+(& , $J =: A, and define multiplication q by 
[u, v] = u-lv-luv. 
We shall denote ring addition by a. 
R($, , 4,) is closed under multiplication since G’ C A1,, . The distributive 
laws follow easily. 
We now show that an isomorphism between US(R(& , &)) and G is given 
by the map 6, which is defined by 
First note that 6 is onto, and one to one since every element of G can be 
’ BY “non-associative” we mean “not necessarily associative”. 
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written uniquely as ~yz where x E A, , y  E A, , z E A, . Since xa is central and 
G’ A, 
Therefore 6 is a homomorphism and thus the proof is completed. 
Some obvious consequences follow: 
COROLLARY 1. If  G satis$es (a), (b), and (c) then 
(i) LVl n N, = R+ and G E U,(R), for some nonassociative ring R 
(ii) G is a central extension of Nl n N2 by A, x ,4, 
(iii) G is a splitting extension of Ni by Aj (i f  j, i = 1, 2). 
3. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 
In proving the main theorem we may assume for convenience that both R, 
and F, are freely generated by the same set S. 
Given a ring-word Y(X r ,..., x& we define the n + 2 variable word 
z(xl ,..., s, , y2n+l , Y~~+~) in F, by replacing ring addition with group 
multiplication and replacing ring multiplication xi * xi by [$2*+l , xyzn+z] for 
fixed generators yzn+r , ynllte E S where y27L+1 , ynnsz are distinct from each 
other as well as from xi ,..., X, (gt = t-lgt for group elements g and t.) 
Rv Theorem 1, US(R) contains normal subgroups N, , Nz satisfying (a), (b) 
and (c). In fact 
lNl-j(; i $ tx,y~R/ 
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I f  we define the isomorphisms $r , C2 in I(A,), I(A,) respectively by 
it follows easily that R g R(& , &,), 
Therefore since 
Y(X1 ,...) x,)isalawforRifandonlyifv(g, ,.,., gn,A,B) = 1 forallg, ,..., g, 
in Nr n N, . 
However, not only does Nt n Na contain the commutator subgroup of 
gp{C, ~dR)l b u every element is a commutator of C with an element of t 
C$W 
Define w(yl ,..., yzn , y2n+l ,yzn+J from $x1 ,..., -2’, yPn+l ,yzn+J by rc- 
placing each xi (i ,< KI) with [yzi-r , y2J where yaz-r , yzi E 5’ and yr ,..., yzn , 
y2n+l ,yan+a are all distinct. Then the condition ZI( g, ,..., g, , -4, B) = 1 for all 
values of g, ,..., g, in Nr n Na is equivalent to w(gr ,..., g,, , A, B) = 1 for all 
values of g, ,..., g,, in gp{C, Us(R 
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